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failed censures: ecclesiastical regulation of women’s ... - women’s clothing in late medieval italy
thomas m. izbicki ... preaching in medieval florence: the social world of franciscan and dominican spirituality
(athens, ga: university of georgia press, 1989), 5–6, 84–85. ecclesiastical regulation of women’s clothing 39
(1286).11 he also played a role in the conclaves electing the next three ... archbishop antoninus: florence
and the church in the ... - 5 daniel r. lesnick, preaching in medieval florence: the social world of franciscan
and dominican spiritualityerican historical review 96 (1991) 154-155. roberto bizzocchi, chiesa e potere nella
toscana del quattrocentonaissance quarterly 42 (1989) 293-297. conference papers and invited lectures
renaissance florence a social history - assets - renaissance florence this book examines the social history
of florence during the critical period of its growth and development in the early modern period from the
fourteenth through sixteenth centurieseating the city, its art, and its rituals as lived ex-periences that
extended through space and time,the contributors to this volume pelbart of temesvar - central european
university - preaching ma thesis in medieval studies central european university budapest may 2008.
collection pelbÁrt of temesvÁr and the use of images in preaching by ... press, 1985); daniel r.
lesnick,preaching in medieval florence:the social world of franciscan and dominican spirituality (athens, ga:
university of georgia press, 1989), 134-181. suggestions for further reading chapter i. politics and ... law, john e. and bernadette paton, eds. communes and despots in medieval and renaissance italy. farnham,
uk: ashgate publishing company, 2010 lesnick, daniel r. preaching in medieval florence: the social world of
franciscan and dominican spirituality. atlanta, ga: university of georgia press, 2012. in solitude and dialogue
- project muse - the lay preaching controversy of the high middle ages, ph. d. dissertation (princeton
theological seminary, 1976), 208, n.1. 7armstrong and brady, 122. 8armstrong and brady, 143. 9d. r. lesnick,
preaching in medieval florence: the social world of franciscan and dominican spirituality (athens/london:
university of georgia, 1989), 147. ch. 11 objectives i. contrast the renaissance attitude ... - i. contrast
the renaissance attitude toward life with the medieval outlook. the renaissance mans hearty zest for living was
a far cry from the sober, otherworldly ... (social behavior) published during the renaissance. he presents the
courtier as a man of character, well educated, courageous, and ... preaching of the monk, savonarola. he
became ... the dominicans and franciscans and the influence on early ... - the dominicans and
franciscans and the influence on early renaissancce art ... helman, logan r., "the dominicans and franciscans
and the influence on early renaissancce art" (1993).honors thesesper 221. ... were positively regarded as the
static medieval community . 3 rich and poor in the later middle ages view online (2017-18) - the social
and religious meanings of charity in medieval europe - adam j. davis, 2014-12 article the poor in the middle
ages: an essay in social history - michel mollat, c1986 book religious poverty and the profit economy in
medieval europe - lester k. little, 1978 the renaissance in florence monash university - the renaissance in
florence places the extraordinary cultural flowering of the florentine renaissance in its historical context from a
social, political, religious and cultural perspective. the course combines formal lectures and discussion in
tutorials with lectures on site to follow the renaissance from its earliest social history of art, created by
robert baldwin ... - traditional medieval oppositions between celestial and terrestrial, mind and body,
contemplative and active, sacred and profane. despite the important exception of court culture, most medieval
writing tended to extol the superiority of an inner life, piously retreating from the sinful, outer world. 1
katherine l. jansen catholic university of america ... - 1 katherine l. jansen catholic university of america
department of history washington, d.c. 20064 (202) 319-5484 jansen@cua _____ abbreviated cv the italian
city states - university of texas at dallas - history 3312 explores the political, social, religions, economic
and cultural experience of ... preaching in medieval florence, pp. 35-45 and 63-65 (electronic reserve) *thomas
of celano, excerpts from . ... (december 1 and 3) the legacy of the italian city states . title: the italian city
states author: hurst theological history, practical reason, and the demands of ... - of preaching shape,
reflect, and exceed modern social formations. he is the author of the new measures: a theological history of
democratic practice (cambridge university press, 2007). he is currently at work on a study of notions of “divine
violence” as they play out in abolitionist sermons and speeches.2 see, for instance, katherine ludwig jansen
- history - public lecture, “preaching, penance, and peacemaking in late medieval italy,” harvard university
(20 oct. 2014) workshop leader, medieval studies workshop, “comparative dimensions of medieval
peacemaking,” harvard university (21 oct. 2014) public lecture & dialogue: “medieval peacemaking and
modern conflict resolution in from words to deeds, - vanderbilt university - from words to deeds, edited
by maria giuseppina muzzarelli. the book collects thirteen essays on late medieval and early modern
preaching in europe. the essays grew out of a 2010 conference at the università di bologna on the ways in
which preaching was and was not “effective” in these eras. servasanto da faenza: preaching and
penance in the work of ... - love of god. the positive nature of this preaching, its ubiquity, and the wellknown popularity of the franciscans as preachers and confessors, among other factors, suggests that previous
tendencies to see medieval penance as part of a story of surveillance and repression should be revised. the
laity were not helpless objects of social control preachers and holiness in late medieval cities - 39116 florence in the 14th and 15th centuries, in her women, family, and ritual in ... preaching in medieval italy." in
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word, image, number: communication in the middle ages, edited by contreni, john j. and santa casciani.
florence: sismel, 2002, 247-62. ... ritual, drama and social body in the late medieval english town, the corpus
christi day rites ... medieval education - bepress - preaching played in the university curriculum and
environment. drawing upon the sermons themselves and the provisions about preaching in the statutes of a
number of medieval universities, she shows convincingly that preaching was a very important way in which,,
and ***..... “golden age” or crisis? florence in the fifteenth century ... - manistic but quite medieval,
preaching high banners of moral revival and reform of the church (which, indeed, was much needed),
restoration of democracy from pre‑medici times, and social justice, at the same time an avowed enemy of all
luxury and opulence, including arts. and why did he fail? general bibliography t - university of iowa (medieval & renaissance texts & studies, vol. 124) (center for medieval and early renaissance studies, state
university of new york at binghamton, 1995). city of scholars: new approaches to christine de pizan, edited by
margaret zimmermann and dina de rentiis (european cultures: studies in literature and the arts, walter de
gruyter, 1994). peace and penance in late medieval italy - introduction - in the peacemaking practices
of late medieval italy, with an eye trained on florence in particular, this study frames the subject in christian
ideas about penitence, which were disseminated in a great whirlwind of mendicant and lay preaching that
swept over the italian peninsula, gathering force in the early thirteenth century. book review samuel y.
edgerton the mirror, the window, and ... - history of art interacted with the ideologies and social
institutions of these diverse cultures, such as the way art was deployed in the service of the criminal justice
system in still medieval florence, or the way spanish missionaries used the arts to help convert the indigenous
peoples of sixteenth-century mexico. katherine ludwig jansen - historytholic - k. l. jansen 4 “miraculous
crucifixes in late medieval italy,” in signs, wonders, miracles: representations of divine power in the life of the
church [papers read at the 2003 summer meeting and the 2004 winter meeting of the ecclesiastical history
society] religious life, elites, medieval culture - social privileges. this international and interdisciplinary
conference seeks to explore the phenomenon of medieval cultural elites through the lives and experiences of
these men and women. its participants seek to uncover the essential markers of religious life’s elite status, and
how those under vows claimed and manifested that status in medieval-renaissance studiesogram new
college of ... - medieval-renaissance studiesogram new college of florida 5700 north tamiami trail ...
preaching and pluralism during the 'great dispersion' of 1229-1231" ... "social geography of florence in the
sixteenth century" carol bresnahan menning, university of toledo venetian art medieval warrior: weapons,
technology, and fighting ... - if looking for a ebook by martin dougherty medieval warrior: weapons,
technology, and fighting techniques, ad 1000-1500 in pdf format, then you have come on to the correct
website. curriculum vitae - higher school of economics - late medieval and early modern preaching,
religious theatre, iconography, medieval biblical studies, social history of the middle ages publications a) books
lazzaro e il ricco epulone. metamorfosi di una parabola tra quattro e cinquecento (bologna: il mulino, 2014),
pp. 328 b) book chapters: ‘we have made it for learning. short istoriographical review of the catholic
reform ... - 56, nr. 1, 2011, pp. 1-25; david peterson (recenzor), daniel r. lesnick, preaching in medieval
florence: the social world of franciscan and dominican spirituality (university of georgia press, athens, 1989),
wn presentation i. angela merici: women and religion in ... - presentation i. angela merici: women and
religion in medieval and renaissance italy . today’s presentation deals with the characteristics of angela
merici’s company of st. ursula, with its religious and historical roots, and in particular with late medieval and
renaissance female spirituality. tomorrow i will evaluate angela’s robert j. bast - history.utk - political
catechisms: preaching on the altar of modernity? international university of europe, florence, it, oct. 2006. •
“(re)writing the book on augustine bader: performing the millenium” 41st international congress on medieval
studies, kalamazoo, mi, may 2006. nuns, tertiaries, and quasi-religious: the religious ... - nuns,
tertiaries, and quasi-religious: the religious identities of late medieval holy women catherine m. mooney n her
landmark essay, "creating and recreating communities of women: the case of corpus domini, ferrara,
1406-1452," mary martin mclaughlin recounts the creation and early history of a community of pious
laywomen, and its eventual—and t summa theologica antonino pierozzi a b history - 3 the summa
theologica of antonino pierozzi : a book history codices occasional papers. number 1. april 2015 life.7 he
collated these tracts along with material from his sermons to form the summa theologica as a pastoral
manual.8 a summa is a compendium of theology, philosophy, and canon law. piety and charity in late
medieval florence by john ... - piety and charity in late medieval florence. byjohn henderson. (newyork:
clarendon press, oxford university press. 1994. pp. xviii, 533. $85.00.) john henderson's book is a long-awaited
contribution to the history of con-fraternities and charity in renaissance florence. many scholars have already
fifth centenary of saint antoninus reginald m. durbin, o.p. - fifth centenary of saint antoninus reginald
m. durbin, o.p. ~he v year 1959 marks the fifth centenary of the death of st. antoninus, archbishop of florence
from 1446 to 1459. five hundred years, of course, cannot extinguish the light the architecture of the
mendicant orders in the middle ... - (piazzas) for preaching. yet, although it is hard to imagine any
medieval city without its mendicant convents, the reconstruction of their presence as a physical, spiritual,
economic, and social phenomenon after the systematic and thorough destruction that began as early as the
sixteenth-century reformation remains a challenging task. urban culture and ideologies in medieval and
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early modern ... - urban culture and ideologies in medieval and early modern europe: c.1100-1600 auckland,
january 2014 page 4 urban ideology and media 2.00 pm dr peter howard (monash university) making a city
and citizens: preaching in renaissance florence 2.40 pm prof. johan oosterman (radboud university, nijmegen)
discovering new media. analyze change and continuity in the renaissance and ... - analyze change and
continuity in the renaissance and reformation. sswh 9 a explain the social, economic, and ... • florence was an
independent ... during the medieval period: • sculpture and painting were considered the work of tradesman è
è è - villa i tatti - migration and issues surrounding social inclusion have re-positioned our understanding of
reform in the late medieval and early modern period. speakers will reflect on methodology and conceptual
assumptions, and our discussions will focus on current and future directions. franciscan and dominican
influences on the medieval order - on the medieval order of penance: origins of the dominican laity by
thomas j. johnston ... preaching peace, teaching salvation and penance unto the remission of sins" (5); and "in
passing through towns and castles he exhorted all men and women to ... friars in the city of florence. when the
friars minor arrived in florence in 1218, they ... manuscripts in the curriculum presented by les
enluminures - manuscripts in the curriculum presented by les enluminures introduction for anyone studying
the middle ages, there is no substitute for hands-on experience of actual medieval manuscripts. les
enluminures has come up with an entirely new idea. we intend to sponsor a program to enable colleges,
universities, and other educational a historiographical and artistic survey of confraternities ... - a
historiographical and artistic survey of confraternities from the later middle ages to the early renaissance by
tiffany a. ziegler, b.a. ... the social and cultural implications of confraternities 1 ... piety and charity in late
medieval florence (oxford: clarendon press, 1994), ... renaissance - c.ymcdn - opportunity to enjoy the rich
variety of cultural, culinary, and social amenities that “the city,” as locals refer to it, has to offer. the
renaissance parc 55 hotel, site of the meeting, is in walking distance of union square, the san francisco
museum of modern art, china town, and the recently opened asian art museum. the california ... practical
ethics rudolf schussler¨ - spotlorado - cosmetic and other embellishments, thomas izbicki, “pyres of
vanities, mendicant preaching on the vanity of women and its lay audience,” in t. amos ... followed by works of
johannes nider and antonino of florence in the ﬁrst half of the ﬁfteenth century. ... cathedral schools and social
ideals in medieval europe, 950–1200 ... religion and beauty in the classroom - crosscurrents - the main
religious-social background texts were jaroslav pelikan, the christian traditionvol. 1 and vol. 4, steven ozment’s
the age of reform and daniel lesnick’s preaching in medieval florence. the two practical guidance texts were
neil macgregor’sseeing salvation, and john drury’s painting the word. the thursday practicals were ...
measuring the cultural competence of hospice social ... - social workers. to address this issue, a
validated cross-cultural competence scale, the multicultural counseling self-efficacy scale – racial diversity
(sheu, 2005) was modified to reflect the functions of hospice social workers. the revised scale (begans, 2011)
was completed by 33 hospice social workers in a new england state. cv in english - umbriaon - • 1995-1996:
fellowship at the sismel in florence (grant «ezio franceschini»): research project on medieval sermons
manuscripts at the franciscan library of the convent of todi (perugia). (withdrawal after the first year due to
incompatibility with the post-doctoral fellowship at l'aquila) collecting to the core--the renaissance:
secular and sacred - florence and its church in the age of dante.5 ... in medieval and renaissance italy,
edited by daniel bornstein and roberto rusconi. 6 by the fifteenth century, movements for reform and
humanistic approaches to theology were very much alive, as denys hay outlines in ... italy preaching directly to
the public, drawing
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